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ABSTRACT The BDee database of domain defi-
nitions was developed as a comprehensive collec-
tion of domain definitions for all three-dimensional
structures in the Protein Data Bank (pDB). The
database includes definitions for complex, multiple-
segment and multiple.chain domains as well as
simple sequential domains, organized in a struc-
tural hierarchy. Two different snapshots of the BDee
database were analyzed, at September 1gg6 and
November 1999. For the November lggg release,
7,995 PDB entries contained t9,767 protein chains
and gave rise to 18r89G domains. The domain se-
quences clustered into lr71b domqin sequence fami.
lies, which were further clustered into a conserva-
tive 1,199 d.omain structure families (families with
similar folds). The proportion of different domain
strtrcture families per domain sequence family in-
creases fromS4Vo for domains 1-100 residues long to
LOOVo for domains greater than 600 residues. This is
in keeping with the idea that longer chains will have
more alternative folds available to them. Of the
representative domains from the domain sequence
families, 49Vo are in the range of b1-1b0 residues,
whereas 647o of the representative chains over 200
residues have more than 1 domain. Of the represen.
tative chains, 8.5Vo are part of multichain domains.
The largest multichain domain in the database has
14 chains and 11400 residues, whereas the largest
single-chain domain has 902 residues. The largest
number of domains found in a protein is 18. The
analysis shows that over the history of the pDB, new
domain folds have been discovered at a slower rate
than by random selection of all known folds. Be-
tween 1992 and 1997, a constant 1 in 11 new domains
deposited in the PDB has shown no sequence similar-

. ity to a previously known domain sequence family,
and only I in 15 new domain structures has had a
fold that has not been seen previously. A compari-

-fp son of the September 1996 release of BDee to the' 
Structural Classification of Proteins (SCOp) showed
that the domain definitions agreed for SOVo of the
representative protein chains. Ifowever, BDee pro-
vided explicit domain boundaries for more proteins.
SDee is accessible on the World Wide lVeb athttpdt
barton.ebi.ac.uk/serverd3Dee.html. Proteins 2001:
422332-344. o2O001Viley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

The protein structural hierarchy runs from primary (the
amino acid sequence) through secondary (c-helices and
B-strands) to tertiary (single chain, all atoms) and quater-
nary (multiple chains). A commonly cited intermediate
unit of structure in this hierarchy is the domain.l-3
Although there is no universally agreed definition for a
domain, domains are normally compact units of protein
structure that can comprise the entire protein chain. If a
protein has more than one domain, domains are often
thought to be able to exist in isolation from the rest ofthe
protein. Domains may be functional units or modules4-7 or
simply distinct units of protein structure that make up
part of the fully functional protein.2'3 It is thought that
such units may be able to fold into a native structure if
cleaved from the rest ofthe protein.

Classification of protein structure at the level of the
domain is important in studies of protein structure and
function because there are many examples of domains in
multidomain proteins that show similarity to single do-
main proteins. Accordingly, techniques to search for struc-
tural similarities8-17 or to predict protein structure by fold
recognitionls-23 must normally consider the protein at the
domain level, rather than the complete chain or complex.

The Protein Data Bank (PDB;za,zs is the repository for
protein three-dimensional (3D) structures, but it does not
systematically store domain defi.nitions for those struc-
tures. As a result, several groups have developed tech-
niques that attempt automatically to determine the do-
main organization from protein coordinates.26-37
Subsequently, domain definitions for representative sub-
sets of the PDB have been reported,3o-32'34'35'38 but be-
cause the PDB is growing rapidly, these are quickly out of
date. To overcome this limitation, comprehensive data-
bases for protein structure classification and protein struc-
tural domain definitions have been developed.ss-42 P,;e-
cently, the protein structure classifications in SCOP,3e
Class, Architecture Topolory, and Homologous Superfam-
ily (CATH),ao and fold classification based on Structure-
Structure alignment of Proteins (FSSP)41 have been com-
pared with the goal of developing reliable template libraries
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similarity ip sequence, but
not necessarily in all domains

2l Similar domain organisation
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domains

3l Domain families

sequence redundant domains

4l Domain seguence families
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Fig. 1. Although different domain types (single-segment, multisegment, and multichain) are stored in the

database, for simplicity domains are represented in this figuro as differently shaped, filled or unfilled beads on a
string. The difterent shapes represent different domains. Domains with the same shape have the same
structure. Domains with the same shape and fill share structural and sequence similarity. fhe flow chart shows
how chains grouped in (1) sequence families are split into (2) similar domain organization families such that
chains in each similar domain organization family have the same number of equivalent domains. The step from
2 to 3 leads from the level of chains to the level of domains as similar domain organization tamilies are
separated into domains to give (3) domain families. The domains in the domain families are clustered by
sequence to produce (4) domain sequence families and then are clustered by structure to form (5) domain
structure families.
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and benchmarks for protein fold recognition.a3 As a result
of this work, it was shown that approximately two-thirds
of the protein chains in each database are common to all
three database and that SCOP, CATH, and FSSp agree on
the majority of their classifications.

3Dee is a database of protein structural domains that
was first started in 1994. In addition to simple sequential
domains, SDee includes complex, multiple-segment and
multiple-chain domains. Defining domains leads naturally
to structural classification, so SDee stores domains in a
structural hierarchy with domain definitions consistent
within families in the hierarchy. The organization of the
database allows alternative domain definitions to be stored
as well as structural alignments of domains with similar
3D structures. In this article, we provide an overview of
how the database was created, and we report on an
analysis of the domains contained therein.

versions orsDee ""uT*lll3i, o"r.
The SDee database was first built in November 1994. In

the meantime, it has been brought in line with the pDB
seven times. Because the PDB is growing at around 200
structures a month, we analyzed two releases of the
database to be able to compare the general trends and
perspectives observed.

The analysis ofthese snapshots of3Dee had two objec-
tives. To compare SDee and SCOP and with regard to all

TABLE I. Breakdov,'n of PDB Entriest

Item Number
PDB entries
Chains

Chains usedin database
hoteinchains

Determined by Nn/Cr(-ray
Shorter than 20 residues

Theoretical models
DNA/RNAchains

DeterminedbyNMRX-ray
Theoretical models

Protein domains
rln the November 1999 version of SDee. The total number of nrotein
domains in the database is also given.

SCOP-like classifications, we examined the September
1996 release of 3Dee. This version was in line with the
protein structure data in t}r,e PDB2a,25 on April 22, 1996.
For all other investigations, we analyzed the November
1999 version of 3Dee, which included all X-ray- or NMR-
determined protein structures in the PDB on Julv 21.
1998.

Creation and Maintenance of the Database

In 3Dee, a domain is regarded as a compact, globular
unit of protein structure. Domains are defined on a purely

7,995
15,46,3
12,458
73,767
13,423
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- Fig' 2' ^This box plot diagramoT shows the number of residues in a chain plotted against the number of domains in the chain for the representative setof chains. Chains that are part of multichain domains have been excluded from the anilysis. The horizontal line through the box is the median of the data;the upper and lower ends of the box are at the upper and lower quartiles (75th and 26th percentiles), respectivelyiThe 1gth and ggth percentiles areshown as error bars. Very extreme points are plotted by themsetves.
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Fig. 3. Box plot showing the number of residues in a domain plotted against the number of domains in the
chain for the representative set of chains, excluding chains that are part of multichain domains. See the legend
of Figure 2 for an explanation of the box plot notation.
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structural basis, so functional features are not taken into
account. When the database was first built, all domains
were defined by the DOMAK program.32 DOMAK locates
globular domains by maximizing the ratio of the number of
internal contacts to the number ofexternal contacts for a
given set of coordinates. Compared to domain definitions
from the literature, DOMAK gives an accuracy of 70Vo.
After three reliability screens were applied, the DOMAK
acclrracy rose to 977o for 75Vo of the proteins in the
reference set.32 However, because the goal was to obtain a
comprehensive set of accurate domain definitions, all
DOMAK definitions were then checked by eye. The basic
rule in assigning domains by eye is not to break B-sheets
unless there is an obvious case of twofold or higher
symmetry.

In subsequent updates to the database, the domains
have been defined automatically by sequence alignment to
existing domain definitions or by eye. The update process
was made tractable by the development of http-based
client-server software that allows domain definitions to be
assessed quickly. The update tools perform error checking
to prevent invalid or inconsistent definitions from entering
the database. Checks are performed to ensure that the
start and end residues ofa newly entered definition exist
and that a new multichain domain definition is consistent
with all other multichain domain definitions of the corre-
sponding chains.

A PDB file often contains several distinct chains, each of
which may eomprise several domains. T\vo multidomain
proteins may share only one domain in common. These

complexities require that the database be built in several
stages.

Sequence comparison and. clustering

To remove redundancy, the chains are first clustered on
the basis of local sequence similarity to form sequence
families. TWo proteins may show similarity in only a few of
their domains. For example, in Figure 1(1), the two filled
chains are correctly clustered together. However, only one
chain contains the diamond-shaped domain. So that simi-
lar domains may be identified, the sequence families are
then divided into those thathave similar domain organiza-
tion, that is, the same number of domains, with the same
number of segments and a similar number ofresidues [Fig.
1(2)1. The chains, chosen from the similar domain organiza-
tion families, without those having identical domain defini-
tions, form a representative set ofchains. The formation of
similar domain organization families allows the chains to
be divided into their constituent domains to give d.omain
families tFig. 1(3)1. When the sequence families are di-
vided into similar domain organization families, domains
with significant sequence similarity may be separated. As
a result, the domain families do not make up a nonredun-
dant set of sequences. Accordingly, the domain families
tFig. 1(3)l that show sequence similarity were clustered to
produce domain sequence families fEig. l(4)).

The alignment scores used for the sequence clustering
came from the program SCANPS,44 which implements a
variant of the Smith-Waterman local alignment algo-
rithm.45 Alignments are scored by length-dependent statis-
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a)
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Domain size (residues)

b)
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Domain size (residues)

Fig. 4. Distribution of the size of domains for (a) the representatives of the domain sequence families, that
is, the nonredundant set of domain sequences; (b) lhe 5.0 structural families, (c) the 4.0 structural families, and
(d) the fold name structural lamilies (September 27, 1996).

tics to estimate the probability of an alignment with a clusteringtoathresholdof 10-TwiththeOCprogra-.47A
specific score and length being produced by chance. The size cutofffor comparison of domains, such that the larger
SCANPS statistics give similar probabilities to BLASTa6 domain had to be no more than 1.6 times the size of the
when used to compare the same sequences. The domain smallerdomain,wasusedtopreventfragrrentsofdomains
sequences were clustered by single linkage clustering to a ffom being matched to the complete protein. The effective-
threshold probability of 10-e and then complete linkage ness of this scoring and clustering regime was verified by
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Figure 4. (Continued.)
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the plotting of the percentage identity against the align-
ment length and the inspection of outliers (data not
shown).

Struc tural c las sifi e ation

With the domains grouped into domain sequence fami-
lies, domains with similar 3D structures but little or no
sequence similarity were identified by structural compari-
son with the widelyused STAMPprogram.tn STAMP finds
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multiple structure alignments by an iterative dynamic
programming procedure. The formation of domain struc-
ture families is illustrated in Figure 1(4,5) by the cluster-
ing of domains with the same shape (structure) but
different fills (no significant sequence similarity). STAMP
structural similarity scorest'were modified to account for
the proportion of the domains that are similar and the
length of the aligrrment. Means linkage hierarchical clus-
ter analysis with OCaT was used to classify the domains.
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The resulting clusters are called 5.0 and 4.0 structural
farnilies, depending on the threshold of structural similar-
ity used during the classification.

After the initial database was created, subsequent up-
dates only required comparisons to be made with and
between new domains.

Comparison with SCOP

As an independent consistency check of SDee's domain
definitions and automatic structural classification, it was
compared with SCOP,3e which at the level of similar folds
is derived principally by inspection. For this comparison,
SCOP version1.32, released in May 1996, and the version
of SDee from September27,1996, were used.

To compare 3Dee and SCOP, each domain in the repre-
sentative set of chains was labeled with a SCOP-like fold
and class name. A comparison of domain definitions must
be performed for chains because domain boundaries in
SCOP are defined as positions in protein chains. Accord-
ingly, the comparison was performed on each of the
representative chains in 3Dee. Where the domain defini-
tions agreed with SCOP domain definitions, the fold name
from the SCOP database was used. If the domain defini-
tions did not agree, a new name for the fold was chosen.
With representative members from each domain family
having been labeled with a fold and class, fold and class
names were transferred to all domains in the SDee data-
base. Domains with the same fold name are called, fold
name structural families, which allow a direct comparison
between the classification of domains in SDee and SCOP.

RESULTS ANID DISCUSSION
Breakdown of PDB Entries

The database analyzed comprised 7,995 PDB entries
containing 15,463 chains. After the removal of chains that
refer to DNA, RNA, theoretical models of proteins, or those
containing less than twenty residues, the number of
chains was reduced to 12,458, 80.5Vo of the original set
(Table I). Eleven percent of the chains in the PDB repre-
sent DNA or RNA; 587 PDB entries (7.3Vo) contain only
DNA or RNA and no protein.

From Protein Chains to Families of Domains

The 12,458 protein chains group into 1,324 sequence
families, 1,613 similar domain organization families are
generated from the sequence families (Fig. 1), 224 of t}rre
1,324 sequence families are split into two or more similar
domain organization families, and 1,613 chains are se-
lected as representatives from the similar domain organi-
zation families. Removing chains with identical domain
definitions leaves 1,535 of the 1,613 chains. All further
classification of structures in the database is carried out
only at the level of domains. However, because analysis is
often performed on protein chains, not domains, we first
discuss statistics from these 1,535 chains, called the
representatiue set of chains.

In the representative set of chains, 1,405 chains (9I.5Vo)
give rise to single-chain domains, and 923 of these chains
comprise a single domain. Of the representative chains,

I30 (8.5Vo) are part of multichain domains formed by two
or more chains coming together.

Among the PDB entries containing multichain domains,
there are two with nine domains and one with thirteen
domains. The nine-domain proteins are phaseolin (PDB ID
2phl)48 and the lactose operon repressor (1lbi),4e consist-
ing of six and four chains, respectively. The protein with
thirteen domains is a different crystal structure of the
lactose operon repressor (1lbg).ae This structure has been
solved in complex with four DNA chains and includes the
N-terminal DNA-binding domains with a helix-turn-helix
motif and a hinge helix. As the lactose operon repressor is
a homotetramer, including one tetramerization domain,
this gives an additional four domains. With multichain
domains excluded, the largest number of domains seen in a
protein is six, as in Thermus aquaticus DNA polymerase
(Taq polymerase, ltaq)5o; hexon, an adenovirus type 2 coat
protein (1dhx)51; carbamoyl phosphate synthetase (1jdb)52;
and B-galactosidase ( lbgm).u"

Figure 2 shows that there is a steady increase in the chain
length with the number of domains, but there is considerable
overlap in the sizes of chains with different numbers of
domains. This makes it difficult to predict the number of
domains in a protein chain given the number of residues.
However, 64.3Vo of therepresentative chains having over 200
residues consist of more than one domain, 429Vo of t]ne
representative chains greater than 350 residues have more
than two domains, and 38.5Vo of the representative chains
over 500 residues in length have more than three domains.
One of the most prominent outliers in Figure 2 is the
907-residue protein aldehyde oxidoreductase (1alo).54 In
3Dee, it has been defined as single-domain as it integrates a
four-helix bundle and several segregated cr- and B-regions in
a very compact manner. A 737-residue fragment of the head
of myosin (1mmn)55 is also defined as single-domain in 3Dee.
This structure consists of a central o/B-unit surrounded by
three small B-sheets and several o-helices. There are two
chains with less than 100 residues and two chains with less
than 200 residues that consist of three and four domains,
respectively. Each of the three domain chains contains three
classical zinc fingers, which represent the minimal require-
ment for a duplex oligonucleotide binding site.56 Of the two
four domain chains, one contains four classical zinc fingers
(1ubd),67 and the other is the lectin wheat germ agglutinin
(1wgt),58 consisting of four forty-residue domains.

Dividing the 1,535 representative chains from the
similar domain organization families into separate do-
mains produces 2,558 domain families. Sequence com-
parison between representatives from each ofthe 2,558
four domain families reveals 1,715 domain sequence
families. A representative from each domain sequence fam-
ily is used to construct a nonredundant set of domain
sequences.

Structural comparisons between these representatives
identified similarities not apparent from sdquence compari-
son and so grouped the domain sequence families into
domain structure families. This led to a conservative 1,199
5.0 structural families, or 927 4.0 structural families if the
more lenient threshold for structural similaritv was
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+ 5.0 structural families
+ 4.0 structural families
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Fig. 5. Number of representative members of the 5.0 and 4,0 structural families in each size interval expressed as a percentage of the number of
domains in the nonredundant set of domain sequences in the same size interval. This ratio increases from 84 and 68% to 100%, supporting the
hypothesis that larger domains containing more secondary structures have access to a greater number of possible folds.
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adopted. The database as a whole stores information about
18,896 domains.

Size of Domains

As shown in Figure 3, most of the domains contain
between 50 and 150 residues, regardless ofthe number of
domains in the original chain. There are twenty-six very
large single-chain domains greater than 500 residues.
Aldehyde oxidoreductase and the fragment ofthe head of
myosin were mentioned in the previous section. Other
examples are the tailspike viral adhesion protein, which
consists of a B-helix (ltyx),se the vanadium-containing
chloroperoxidase from Curuularia inaequalis (1vnc),6o and
the central domain of lipoxygenase-1 (2sbl).61 Many of the
domains smaller than 50 residues are peptides, fragments
from bigger macromolecules, classical zinc fingers, and
lectins.

The largest domains in the database are multichain
domains, including macromolecular assemblies. An ex-
ample is the proteasome activator REG-a structure
(1avo),62 which has 1,400 residues and is the largest
domain in the database. It is not a globular domain but a
barrel-shaped assembly offourteen helices from fourteen
different chains that form one ofthe subunits ofthe 11S
regulator of the human 20S proteasome.62

As shown in Figure 4(a-d), almost half of the representa-
tives from the domain sequence families (49.27o) as well as
the 5.0 (48.4Vo), 4.0 (46.07o), and fold name structural
families (49.6Vo) have 51*150 residues. It is not surprising
that the distributions in Figure 4 are similar because all

lAmong the representatives of the domain sequence families.

the structural families are subsets of the domain sequence
families.

The number of representative domains from the struc-
tural families in each size interval expressed as a percent-
age of the number of representatives from the domain
sequence families in the same size interval highlights the
reduction in the number of representative domains depen-
dent on domain size. As shown in Figure 5, this ratio
increases for the 5.0 and 4.0 structural families from 84
and,68Vo, respectively, in the size interval 1-100 residues
to L00Vo for domains greater than 600 residues. Larger
domains contain more secondary structures, so a gteater
number of topologies of secondary structures are possible.
Accordingly, larger domains should have access to a greater
number of possible folds. If the members of the nonredun-
dant set of domain sequences are randomly selected from
the pool of all possible domain sequence families, the ratio
in Figure 5 should increase with domain size. The results

Number of segments in
domain Occurrences Percentage

1
2
3
4
5-9
10-14

1,389
285
29

b

3
3

81.0
16.6
t.7
0.3
0.2
0.2
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for the 5.0 and 4.0 structural families are in accordance
with these considerations.

Number of Segments per Domain

Among the 1,715 representatives of the domain se-
quence families, SlVo of the domains are single-segment.
Table II shows that the number of domains drops quickly
with an increasing number of segments. Thyrnidine phos-
phorylase (1tpt)63 and phytase (1ihp)64 are the only ex-
amples of proteins with single-chain four-segment do-
mains. There are six domains consisting of more than four
segments. All of them are multichain domains. The high-
est number of segments in a domain is found in the
proteasome activator REG-ct structure (1avo),62 which
comprises fourteen segments from fourteen distinct chains.

Rate of Growth of the Database

An examination of the SDee database shows how domain
families have increased since the creation of the PDB. To
do this, the PDB entries were ordered by submission date,
and the number of domain sequence and structural fami-
lies present was derived by the counting of the number of
new families that were discovered as each entry was
submitted.

As of November 1999, the PDB was growing at a rate of
approximately 200 new structures per month. The domain
sequence families, 5.0, 4.0, and fold name structural
families grew exponentially until the end of 1997. Fewer
PDB entries were released between January and July
1998 as all curves drop offat the end (data not shown).
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Fig. 6. Mean number of 5.0 structural families for 100 random orders of PDB entries (dotted line). In addition, the actual rate of grovt/th ol 5.0 structural
families is plotted in date order (solid line). A comparison of the two plots demonstrates that the discovery of new fold families has been nonrandom.

Rate of Discovery of New Domain Folds

To probe the rate at which new domain folds have
actually been discovered compared to the rate that would
be expected by chance, 100 different random orders ofPDB
entries were generated. For each ofthe 100 orders, entries
were selected in turn, and at each step the number of 5.0,
4.0, and fold name stnrctural families was counted. The
mean and the mean error of the mean of the number of
families for a given number of PDB entries were then
calculated. The result ofthis calculation for the 5.0 struc-
tural families is shown in Figure 6, which also shows the
growth in these families given the actual order in which
protein structures were deposited with the PDB. The
results for the 4.0 and fold name structural families are
similar (data not shown).

From these data, it can be concluded that the rate of
discovery of new fold families has been slower than would
be expected by random selection. This suggests that for
many families of domains, the structures of family mem-
bers have been solved over in close succession; that is, if a
certain domain fold is discovered, many of the structures
solved subsequently belong to the same structural family,
a tendency for structural biologists to focus on certain
families of domains once one member is solved or ongoing
research in mutants or obvious sequence homologues.

Between January 1992, when the PDB contained 1,200
entries, and March 1997, when there were 6,500 entries,
the rate at which structures have been solved for new
domain sequence families has been remarkably constant
(data not shown). Approximately one new domain se-



quence family was solved for every five new PDB entries.
This corresponds to one in eleven new domain structures.

Every new domain sequence family has the potential to
have a new fold as it has no detectable sequence similarity
with another structure already present in the database.
Figure 7 shows how for the 5.0 structural families, the
chance of a domain with the potential to have a novel fold
actually having a novel fold has decreased from over 80%
before the year 1990 to between 60 and 707o today. This
finding suggests that the PDB contains folds correspond-
ing to a significant proportion of all domain sequence
families in nature. Taking this into account and with
respect to the fold definition of the 5.0 structural families,
it is possible to estimate that the total number of folds in
nature is less than 2,700.65

The last five points in Figure 7 correspond to the 500
most recently solved structures of novel domain sequence
family members. The standard deviation and mean of
these five data points provide an estimate of the chance
that a domain in a new domain sequence family has a
novel fold. For 5.0 and 4.0 structural families, the percent-
age chance is 65 t 37o and.48 + 3Vo, respectively.

Comparison with SCOP
Domain d.efinitions

Of the 853 representative chains in 3Dee on September
27,1996,543 (64Vo) were defined as single-domain in both
SCOP and 3Dee. Six (<l%o) were defined as single-domain
in SDee and multiple-domain in SCOP; t1,6 (14Vo) werc

347

defined as multidomain in SDee but only single-domain in
SCOP. For 82 of these (7LVo of 116), SCOP stated that the
protein is multidomain, but the domain definitions for
these proteins were not given explicitly.

One hundred eighty-one chains (2l%o of 853) were de-
fined as multidomain in both SCOP and 3Dee. Of these,
I39 (777a of 181) had the same definition or showed a
minor difference, such as where a protein has short
segments at the N or C terminus that pass into other
domains. The assignment of these short segments to
domains may vary between the databases. For 28 chains
(157o), SCOP described the protein as multidomain, but
the protein was only partly divided into domains. There
were 14 proteins (8%) where the multidomain definitions
in SCOP and SDee disagreed.

In summary, of the 853 chains, 682 (80.0Vo) had the
sarne or similar domain definitions in both SCOP and
3Dee; 110 (L2.9Vo) were defined as multidomain in 3Dee,
whereas SCOP mentioned that these proteins were mul-
tidomain without giving explicit domain definitions. There
were 54 examples (6.37o) where the domain definitions
disagreed. The remaining 7 examples(0.8Vo) corresponded
to whole or parts of proteins not described in the SCOP
database.

The domain definitions of SCOP and 3Dee agreed for the
majority of protein chains. SDee gave erqllicit domain bound-
aries for more proteins. Of the small number of chains with
major differences in the domain definitions, most were due to
differences between the authors' concepts of domains. For
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TABLE m SCOP-like Classification of Domains (September 27, 1996)

cBaECIass
ct and F (oilp)
Alr B
All ct
c t a n d B ( a + B )
Smallproteins
Peptides
Membrane and cell surface proteins and peptides
Multidomain(aand 9)
Nonprotein
Designed proteins
Total

2,016(22.277o)
2,793(30.86Vo)
1,355(14.97Vo)
2,09t(23.L0Vo)

576(6.367a)
l0l(l.l2Vo)
62(O.69Eo)
54(0.60Va)
2(O.O2Vo)
1(O.jrEa)

9,051(100.0070)

262(26.75Vo) 88
2O8 (20.76Eo) 58
193(19.267o) 92
191(79.M7o) 90
94(9.38Vo) 40
32(3.l9Vo) 26
lI(L.L0Vo) 6
8 (0.807o) 6
2(0.20Vo) 2
I(O.IM7) 1

1,002(rO0.00Vo) 409

"Number and percentage ofdomains ofthis class in the entire database.
bNumber and percentage ofdomains ofthis class in the nonredundant set ofdomain sequences.
"Number of folds of this class.

example, SCOP does not split serine proteases because both
domains are required for function. Ttrere were a small
number of errors in both databases klVo).

Struc tural c las sifi c ation

Assigning folds and classes to all domains in SDee
gave ten structural classes and 409 folds. Table III
shows that folds in the all B class were the most common
in the 3Dee database as a whole. This was primarily
because of the immunoglobulin-like B-sandwich do-
mains, which made up 8.IVo of the total number of
domains in the database. In addition, there were large
numbers of trypsin-like serine proteases, Domains I and
II (together, both domains made tp 4.97o of the data-
base). ct/B domains comprised the largest class in the
nonredundant set of domain sequences. Domains contain-
ing both helices and strands (c/9 and ct + B domains)
contributed to 45.2Vo ofthe representative set. The four
main structural classes (cr, B, cr/p and ct * B) made up
85.27o of the nonredundant set of domain sequences.

There are fifty-eight differences between the 5.0 struc-
tural families and the SCOP derived fold name structural
families. All but one of these differences have the same
secondary structures in the same topolory. The only
exception is the spectrin repeat unit, whose three helices
match with three of the four helices in a four-helix bundle.

The fold name structural families in some cases classify
the data to a finer level, whereas in others they bring
together domains of the same fold that the structural
scoring scheme does not easily find. The SCOP database is
built on functional and evolutionary relationships. Al-
though these relationships are related to structural simi-
larity, they are not exclusively defined by structural
measures. Hence, the SCOP database does not group
together some proteins that show obvious structural simi-
larity, for example, the globins and colicin A. In the SCOP
classification, there is no such thing as degree ofstructural
similarity. Domains either have the same fold or do not.
The advantage of this is that all domains with the same
fold are placed in the same group. The disadvantage is that
the degree of similarity between many folds, for example,
many of the o./B domains, is not readily apparent. Hence,

the structural classification in SDee is a good complement
to the SCOP database.

ST]MMARY AND FUTURE DEVELOPMEI{TS

In this study, two different snapshots of the SDee
database, a comprehensive collection of domain definitions
for 3D structures in the PDB, were analyzed.

In contrast to other comprehensive protein structure clas-
sification and protein stmctural domain databases that
mainly describe simple sequential domains, SDee includes
definitions for complex, multiple-segment and multiple-
chain domains organized in a structural hierarchy.

The domains in 3Dee are defined for the coordinates
stored in a PDB file. For structures solved by X-ray
crystallography, these coordinates consist of only the
contents of the as5rmmetric unit. As a result, some domains
that span multiple chains will not be identified. Recently,
PQS, a database of probable quaternary molecules, was
developed by Henrick and Thornton.66 A future develop-
ment of 3Dee may make use of this resource to provide a
more complete description of domains in proteins.

The PDB is growing by about 200 structures a month, so
any analysis such as this will be out of date by the time it is
completed and published. Despite this, the trends and
perspectives seen in the two snapshots ofSDee, separated
by 2 years and a 77.4Vo growth in the number of PDB
entries, are very similar. This provides confidence in the
generality of the results presented in this article. The
statistics presented will be updated automatically in fu-
ture releases of SDee and will be available from the 3Dee
web site (http://barton.ebi.ac.uk/servers/SDee.html).
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